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1.  Context 

 

Non Timber Forest Products (NTFP) is an important resource that sustains millions of rural livelihoods 

and facilitates rural economic growth in India, but it does not receive the sustained and systematic 

support given to other sectors. Policies and operational management have squeezed rights over NTFP in 

many states. Though most of the policies of government highlight the restoration of forest based 

livelihood of forest dwelling communities through proper management of NTFP, there is dearth of 

guidelines and practices. The trade of important NTFP (Tendu/Kendu leaf, Bamboo) is still in the hands 

of the State (though Forest Rights Act 2006 has brought Tendu leaf and Bamboo under the redefined 

MFP) except for a limited decontrol of bamboo and tendu leaf effective for the crop year of 2012-13. 

This too has marginal success as it is without adequate arrangements to make this decontrol effective in 

the interest of the gram sabha. There is no clear mandate for the state owned institutions involved in the 

process of procurement and trade of NTFP especially for developing markets and enterprises from 

NTFPs. The market promotion agencies of the states do not really give much emphasis on product 

development, development of new market, and benefit sharing arrangements.  

 

The Scheduled Tribe and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Amendment 

Rules, 2012 came in September 2012. The amendment rule has given more scope for Gram Sabha to 

carry forward the recognition process; like forest dwellers can transport minor forest produce by any 

appropriate means of transport, transit passes for transporting minor forest produce will be issued by a 

committee constituted by Gram Sabha, etc.  With the implementation of FRA to secure tenurial rights 

being a challenge by itself, few communities have managed to avail of the beneficial provisions for NTFP.  

 

At the national scale livelihood schemes under the National Rural Livelihood Mission were launched in 

seven states and the Minimum Support Price became effective from January 2013 for key NTFPs and to 

be administered through TRIFED – a federation set up for marketing tribal produce. These schemes will 

have a large scale impact on NTFPs and their role in livelihood. However, attention will have to be paid 

on sustainable harvesting, regeneration and conservation efforts towards the same.  

 

The Odisha Cabinet has given the nod to abolish Orissa Self-help Co-operative Society Act 2001 and to 

merge it in Odisha Cooperative Societies Acts 1962. Cabinet approved a proposal to abolish the Odisha 

Self-help Co-operative Society Act 2001 and bring all the self help cooperatives (SHCs) under the 

purview of the Odisha Co-operative Society Act 1962, which had been amended in conformity with the 

97th amendment of the Constitution. This decision was particularly influenced by the country-wide chit 

fund fraud some of which have been allegedly committed by agencies registered under the Self-Help 

Cooperative Act. The latest decision would force the cooperatives to be more accountable to the 

government and to be more democratic.   
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The demand of NTFP has grown in the market which in turn has led to a quantum jump in the volume 

of trade within and outside the country. Unsustainable harvesting, regulatory mechanism, governance 

system, different policies are some of the key issues that have been flagged in different forums under the 

NTFP management during the liberal policy environment. Bringing such issues in appropriate platform 

where all stakeholders share their ideas developing a mechanism for collective intervention in NTFP 

sector was useful.  

 

The development of government schemes which sought to give 100 days employment per family in rural 

areas (called MG National Rural Guarantee Scheme) played its role in changing the focus of the NTFP 

collector. Across the country indigenous people preffered wage employement over NTFP collection. It 

was considered more lucrative for very little hard work. This trend needs to be tracked as it mainly 

pertains to the commercial harvests of commercially sold NTFPs.  

 

Though no conclusive studies were conducted by members of the network, it is perceived that there is an 

impact of climate change on forests in general and NTFPs in particular. Some observations which 

indicate the adverse affects of climate on NTFP production are smaller size of mahua flower, smaller size 

of sal leaf, very thin flesh and discoloured tamarind, disturbed cycles in honey production, etc. are few 

examples. This aspect needs to be monitored in the future & efforts made to increase restoration work in 

an attempt to increase over all forest cover.  

In the Western Ghats states of Karnataka and Tamil Nadu, the policy of the government towards forests 

is based on the principles of Joint Forest Management. However, the Village Forest Committees (VFCs), 

the grass root level community based institution that works to implement the policy has to perform the 

role in a ‘passive’ manner. Thus, even though the rhetoric is to manage the forest jointly, the reality is that 

the Forest Department has a major role. At times this might lead to a stressed relationship with the 

partner organisations. The large scale illegal collection of banned NTFPs through contractors, like the 

cinnamon leaves, collection of unripe fruits of garcinica indica is a major threat to the resource base.  In 

these areas, though the Forest Rights Act gives access to forest resources to the forest dwelling 

communities, the implementation is very tardy due to the lack of interest of forest department and other 

state level officials. Partners have focussed attention on this issue trying to get the FRA implemented in 

these states.  

 

The entire forest and hill regions of the country, where indigenous people live and are rich in biodiversity, 

have become the target of large infrastructure projects of the government. Sectors like mining, dams (eg 

Pairy) power generation, clean energy projects like Micro Hydel Projects in the Western Ghats threaten to 

destroy whole regions. The forces are powerful and any opposition to this destructive process is termed as 

‘anti development’ and against the national interest. Even education, that is supposed to lead to rational 

decision making, has alienated the people from their surroundings and natural resources. The 

interconnectedness between the sectors of development is crucial and the ongoing efforts are leading 

towards breaking these links - leading to ecocide of fragile ecological regions. Governance, political and 

private sectors are keen to appropriate the natural capital for making profit at the cost of common forest 

dwellers and ecology. In this scenario, NTFP work backed by FRA seeks to conserve a way of life and the 

rich forests of the country.  
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2. Objectives (for period covered by report) 

 

The objectives of the programmes are  

 

• To strengthen strategically chosen local initiatives in the field of NTFPs in the Eastern & 

Western Ghats, which have potential for replication 

• To address issues of common (inter-state) concern like policies, trade and marketing  

• To undertake pilot studies and implement activities, which initiate efforts in the field addressing 

conservation, livelihood and enterprise 

• To address capacity building needs of the community through meetings, exposures, workshops, 

training and documentation of indigenous knowledge 

• To lobby/campaign with policy makers through media and dialogue, for change in obsolete 

institutions and regulations, which obstruct efforts to improve the livelihood of adivasi NTFP 

collectors 

 

These were addressed by the network through its various efforts within the programme. The larger goal, 

of sustainable NTFP harvests and livelihoods for adivasi communities was kept in mind. Innovative 

community-based strategies were used to build elements of conservation and forest protection.  The 

objectives have been addressed with different intensity by organisations, depending on their ground 

realities.  

 

 

3.  Activities and Outputs 

 

The network programme divides its activities into different aspects of work, as follows. The activities 

undertaken by different groups individually or in partnership are discussed under each. 

 

I CONSERVATION & RESOURCE USE 

 

Forest conservation is one of the main outcomes of the programme. This is achieved through several 

activities such as conducting studies/research, setting up of nurseries, planting degraded areas, conducting 

awareness meetings, preventing forest fires, conserving sacred groves. Whereas some organizations have a 

regular ecological monitoring and environment education programmes others have worked on specific 

issues this year. Most partners have nurseries and there is regular seed exchange amongst partners.  

 

1. Seed collection, Nurseries and Planting 

 

LEAF led the work in seed collection from its village centres in 

Kakalgur, Sandhkarmari and Mathili. During this year near about 

26 species of indigenous forest seeds have been collected. These 

seeds are used to set up nurseries not only in Bastar, where 

LEAF is located, but also given to other partners in Central 

India. Similar efforts of seed collection were done in Maharashtra 

by Econet partners GSMT, who collected 232 Kgs of seed of 13 

different varieties.  

 

Nurseries have been set up by all partners to augment NTFP species and increase overall forest cover. In 

some cases it aims to restore degraded forests, which form the basis of NTFP collection.  
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S. 

No. 
Partner/Area f plaPlants Plants                Raised Plants 

No. of 

Nurseries 
Comments 

1 LEAF, Bastar 62,000 4 Large scale for village forests and private planting. Seed collection & 

distribution is high 

2 Keystone, 

Nilgiris 

15,000 6 Medium and small scale village based, sacred grove; for village lands and 

forest area planting; shola/wetland; rare endangered species; retail sales; 

plantations 

3 Econet  

Partners 

49,000 8 Mixed species, with special efforts made to regenerate Gum Karaya 

4 Prakruti, 

Karnataka 

11,000 11 Small scale, with women groups for local planting; mixed species 

5 Gram Swaraj 19,240 3 Medicinal Plants focus. All planted in kitchen gardens and backyards 

6 Kovel 19,000 5 Mainly Gum Karaya and  Kalmegh 

A consolidated look at all partners engaged in nursery work is presented in the following table:  

 

 

Due to bad monsoon and extreme water shortage nurseries could not be maintained well in the 

Maharashtra and Bastar regions 

 

Planting was done in some areas of Bastar – a total of 22,000 saplings were planted in sacred groves and 

common Nistar lands – with a survival of 45%. On the occasion of World Environment Day “Seed 

sowing programme” was organized jointly by 

three project villages of Navi Ummed work 

area. The seeds of local NTFPs like Dhavanda, 

Tamrind, Sisam, Amla, Charoli, Mango, 

Bahava, Custard apple, Bibba, Karanj, and 

Gulmohor & Palash were sown on the 6 acre 

forest land of Kajipod, Jawarla & Palshidag.   

50 participants were participated in this 

programme from these three villages. Similar 

planting and awareness programmes were held 

in Pune district, with many local groups coming 

together.  

 

Kovel Foundation also planted about 27,000 

Gum Karaya and few other species in the lands of farmers, covering 1251 farmers in 51 villages. Kovel 

encourages development of nurseries with private adivasi farmers and plants NTFP species along farm 

bunds and open areas to augment the population of Gum 

Karaya. In a survey on survival rates, it came to 50%. In a 

similar effort Prakruti planted 25000 saplings in village 

commons, Gram Swaraj planted approximately 34,000 saplings  

and Keystone took special efforts to raise rare and endangered 

species and plan them in forest areas.  

 

Preventing forest fires by raising awareness and mobilising 

people was done by LEAF by organizing fire protection 

meetings at Kakalgur, Sandhkarmari and its surrounding 
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villages during the period from March to April 2013.  LEAF could motivated its areas people for 

preventing forest fires as people came forward voluntarily to protect forests. In some areas like the 

Darbha forests areas there was less occurrence of fire due to less movement of forest dwellers and NTFP 

collectors in the forests due to existence of Maoist and special police force. 

 

2. Sacred Grove Conservation 

 

Sacred Groves were protected and conserved across partner regions – with Keystone taking 4 main 

Kurumba groves for restoration and recognition with the Forest Department. Placing signs, demarcating 

boundaries and planting specific species used for ritualistic needs were all part of the work done with the 

community. In Econet’s area work was done to keep temple premises clean and garbage pits were made 

to clear up a sacred grove.  

 

3. Sustainable harvesting of NTFPs 

 

This was promoted through several partners by developing local harvesting protocols and making 

harvesters aware of the risks of current unsustainable harvesting practices.   5 protocols are developed at 

GSMT & Navi Ummed for species like Mahua, Charoli, Gum, Lac and honey.  

 

60 members from the community attended sustainable harvesting of NTFPs workshop in the Sirsi region, 

organised by Prakruti.  

 

4. Training on Sustainable Forest Management (SFM)  

 

Efforts continued by several partners on training community members and leaders in sustainable forest 

management. This was undertaken by Prakruthi in Karnataka, Gram Swaraj and RCDC in Odisha, 

Keystone in the Nilgiri region and Econet in Maharashtra. At Gram Swaraj, consistent efforts for Forest 

conservation activities gradually strengthened in 101 habitations during this year. Village meetings, cluster 

meetings, stake holder consultations, rallies etc. were organized and eventually the forest conservation 

work grown into a larger campaign for conservation of Similipal biosphere reserve. The forest 

conservation work covered around 20,000 population and an area of 55 sq.km of forests.  
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5. Legal Awareness & Forest Protection 

Legal literacy, legal aid  and environmental awareness meetings 

were held in the LEAF region. The highlight was an inter-state 

meeting (See Box below) conducted to bring in a common platform 

for the people across the border of Odisha and Chhattisgarh on 

the issue of restoring their degraded forests and to minimize their 

internal conflicts around forest access.  

 

LEAF lawyers has counselled more than 300 tribal people in 

various issues related to law and undertaken approximately 30 

cases in the court. Conflict mitigation in some adjacent villages 

about resource sharing was also undertaken  

 

Special focus: Forest Protection & Conflict Mitigation in Bastar 
 

LEAF has organized ward wise meetings in Sandh karmari village regarding forest 

conservation to to stop tree cutting for brick making, stop encroachments and 

motivate people for forest protection.  

 

Meetings were held with the people of Sandh karmari, their panchayat leaders and 

included participation of the Forest Department. LEAF played a vital role to create 

this common platform for forest protection. As a result of the above activities all 

recent encroachments are vacated and people have taken an oath for the total ban 

on encroachment. People came forward voluntarily to protect their forest and this 

voluntary team is called “Thengapali”. There are 12 groups in the village patrolling 

the forest in turns.  This covers approximately 10 ha. of forest area.  

 

Interstate forest rejuvenate meeting at Badlakote, Sandhkarmari 

Kurinadi river is the line of division between Bastar, Chhattisgarh and 

Nawarangpur, Odisha state. From the origin of this river in Kuna to village 

Durkabeda is around the distance 20km. and there are 15 villages on its banks.  

Except Sandhkarmari no village has forest and all are depending on Sandhkarmari 

forest. As such NTFP, fuel wood, wild food, datun (tooth brush), leafs for making 

cups and plates, etc are being harvested by these villagers.  

 

In a survey assessment done by founder member of LEAF,  Madhu Ramnath 

it became clear that there were no forests in all the 15 villages and there has 

been over all degradation in the area. planned to walk through these villages. 

On discussing with Damodar, an ex Panchayat president and respected elder in 

village Sandhkarmari, it 

emerged that teh only 

existing forest was of his 

village. With an idea of 

initiating dialogue on forest 

protection, reasons for 

degredation and hope to 

bring back forests, an inter-state meeting was organised in Sandhkarmari, 

Badlakot on 20th March, 2013. 

 

In this meeting around 250 members from 10 villages participated, and were 

made to realise that they were all dependent on the forest of Sandhkarmari. It was decided that they would rejuvenate their 

degraded nistar forest through raising indigenous saplings from nurseries and plantation. Damodar was the chief organizer of this 

meeting and is recognised for his leadership, protection of forests and strong decision making. Follow up on this is required by 

LEAF members.  
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6. Ecological Monitoring  

At Gram Swaraj, ecological monitoring was conducted in three patches of forest area covering about 500 

acres near Gandigodha, Sanadei and Kumbhirmundi village. The villagers participated in the exercise and 

the findings were discussed in the village meeting. The exercise helped the villagers to prepare NTFP 

management plan. Training programme for barefoot ecologists was organized where 48 persons 

participated. 

Keystone conducted research in some areas to develop a methodology for community based ecological 

monitoring. Trials will be conducted over 5 areas in the Nilgiri region to inter mesh scientific ecological 

data gathering with traditional ecological knowledge of communities.  

 

7. Wild foods – A Network Effort 

 

Partners got together to put together information and hold events in their areas concerning wild foods. 

The reason to work on this issue was to revive traditional practices, increase the food basket of 

indigenous communities and improve nutrition status of these communities. A document of 100 species 

of wild foods was collated by the network co-ordinator in India. This was also used as a base for work on 

this theme in the future. Many partners namely, Gram Swaraj, Econet, Vikasa, LEAF, Keystone and 

Kovel Foundation.  

 

Some organizations like Econet (SIPRA and Navi Ummed) 

and Keystone organized wild and traditional food festivals. 

Across the region about 450 people participated and more 

than 20 types of wild foods were cooked and their recipes 

shared. The nutritional importance of these foods was 

highlighted. These were also new for the young generation 

adivasis, who enjoyed the festival. They are majorly 

categorized as fruits, nuts, seeds, flowers, mushrooms, larvae, tubers, insects, birds, fish, animals, honey, 

etc which would provide 6 to 8 months as supplementary food. 

 

 

II PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND MARKET ACCESS 

 

All partners work with NTFP trade or direct value addition and marketing. The partners aim to get better 

returns for the primary gatherer, along withadded value and employment at the village-level. This year 

there were a lot of fluctuations in the NTFP yield and collection due to climatic and/or tenurial reasons. 

However, some value addition and trade of NTFPs with all groups supported through this programme 

was done and helped to add skill and income for adivasi communities.  

1. New Initiatives  

 

Training on Natural Dye Making - A training programme on 

natural dye making was organized from 4th to 6th March 2013 

at Bhubaneswar, Odisha. There were around 25 participants 

including cooperative leaders, community members and 

RCDC staff. The training programme was conducted by the 

noted natural dye expert Dr. Sharada Devi from Acharya N.G. Ranga Agricultural University, Hyderabad. 
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The objective of the training programme was preparation of natural dye and its use. Participants were able 

to learn the preparation of natural dye and its use. Various items dyed with natural colours were also 

displayed in the venue.  

 

2. Formation of Collectives & Market Access 

 

a. VARASA 

 

RCDC is continuing its support to primary collectors of NTFP and their institution to raise their income 

level and resource base in their area. The whole idea of the market access programme is that the primary 

collectors would procure, add value and market different forest produces through institutions and save 

themselves from local exploitation. RCDC is promoting 29 primary cooperative societies in the undivided 

KBK region with direct support from Ford Foundation, and NTFP EP India supplements it through the 

research, documentation and advocacy. Various training programmes on marketing skill, value addition, 

product development, sustainable harvesting, etc have been organised for members of primary 

cooperatives in the region. Presently, the primary cooperatives are able to develop their own business 

plan and are successfully doing the trade of NTFPs in their area. Their bargaining power has also 

increased to some extent. There are also two secondary cooperatives at district level namely Banabasi 

Secondary Cooperative and Sabari Secondary Cooperative. These two secondary cooperatives help 

primary cooperatives for marketing and trade of NTFPs. At apex level there is VARASA Producer 

Company. Primary cooperatives are member of the VARASA Producer Company Limited. 

 

During the year importance has been given to strengthen the governance and management system of the 

various institutions promoted in the project area like primary, secondary and VARASA Producer 

Company to up scale the NTFP trade out of their own, with limited facilitation from the project team. 

There are three sales outlets at Bhubaneswar, Koraput, and Chatikona to sell the product.  

 

b. Tejaswani Mahila Samumukya and Swavalambhi Producer Company 

 

In the area of Gram Swaraj,  

198 SHGs are actively 

participating in NTFP 

activities. Village level 

meetings, training programmes 

and exposures were organised 

for their institutional 

development. One apex 

institution “Tejaswini Mahila 

Sammukhya” which  has been 

formed with 100 SHGs of 

Morada and Baripada Blocks 

in previous year, has grown 

into a self managed institution. 

The Tejaswini Mahila 

Sammukhya developed an 

internal lending system and providing loan to its members for NTFP trade. Business activities of 

Producer Company has been more streamlined with enhancement in the number of shareholders. A 

business of about Rs. 92,00,000 was transacted in NTFPs, the major share coming from Sal Leaf.  
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c. Common Interest Groups & Vanadevatha Girijan Sangam 

At Kovel Foundation, the project’s core strategy is to form Common Interest Groups (CIGs) with Non 

Timber Forest Product specific dependent families so as to address the product specific issues in intra 

and extra household environment by capacity building on scientific harvest management of certain 

product besides promoting value addition and collective marketing During the reporting period, the 

project could complete forming CIGs covering a total of 67 families so as to protect the resources, 

increase the productivity and to ensure quality control for better/remunerative price as each product has 

its own issues even from harvesting itself. The CIGs are organizing monthly regular meetings where the 

project team educates them on the seasonal NTFPs, collection practices, quality control aspects besides 

market information in addition to the training programs being organized for the CIGs on specific 

products and themes. 

Cluster Federation formation: As it is planned in the project strategy, the already formed CIGs have been 

formed into a Cluster Federation i.e. Vanadevatha Cluster Federation based at V.R.Puram in the month 

of June 2012 so as to take care of the activities like member education, linkages, convergence, financial 

mobilization, etc. at present the Federation is being an informal body. The Cluster Federation is meeting 

regularly on monthly basis to discuss the plans. The project has been motivating the members of CIGs to 

take up thrift activities and succeeded in case of 3 CIGs so far.  

 

As part of resource assessment, the project has identified Saptarangini (Salacia chinensis), an important 

medicinal plant as one of the potential items in the project area. In this regard, the project has identified 

market for the same and established linkage with a buyer to the CIGs and mobilized the interested 

families to collect the produce ensuring sustainable harvest practices. As a result, a total of 6000 Kgs of 

Saptarangini has been collected and sold @ Rs 22/- a Kg. a total of Rs 1,32,000/- has been realized by 18 

tribal families from 3 villages. The average additional income per family with this intervention is Rs 

7300/-. The CIGs are planning to take up the activity on large scale in the forthcoming season along with 

the other potential commodities foe the benefit of their members. 

 

The project has supported the Cluster Federation “Vana Devatha Girijana Sangam” in V R Puram by 

providing an amount of Rs. 70,000/- towards working capital for value addition and marketing of NTFP. 

The cluster federation is having membership amount of Rs. 6720/-. So totally an amount of Rs. 76,720/- 

is with the federation and they are planning to do collection, value addition and marketing of NTFP. 

 

Kovel also focuses on shandy monitoring with the aim to identify the issues both from buyers side and 

the primary collectors. This helps improving the quality of the produce and reduce the exploitation while 

marketing the NTFP in the market place.  

 

d. Aadhimalai Pazhankudiyinar Company 

Keystone Foundation federated the 6 producer groups spread across the Nilgiris region into an 

indigenous peoples’ producer company. From March this year, all operations, which were earlier working 

on individual strength, would be federated. This is expected to strengthen the groups in collective 

marketing and production. Several new value added products were made this year by the production 

centres. A total trade of about Rs. 50,00,000 was done, the main products being honey, bees wax, 

gooseberry and Eecham (Phoenix spp.). The company paid out Rs. 8,00,000 as wages and generated 

approximately 6000 person days of work in the local village centres.  
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As part of building institutional strength into the producer company, 3 personnel from Keystone were 

transfered to the unit & training was provided on accounting and stock keeping to help make the 

producer company independent.  

e. Prakruti Souharda Co-operative Society 
 
We have been able to help forest dwelling communities to establish their own co operative institution to 

market the value added products. It is gradually taking shape and the villagers are learning the basic skills 

of managing the institution and its legal functions.  This year the society traded and value added honey, 

banana fibre, kokum and resin generating 1060 days of employment locally, with a turnover of Rs. 

2,68,500.  

 

3. Training, Product development, Production and Sales (product wise) 

a. Sal (Shorea robusta) 

After  many years effort Gram Swaraj could succed 

in use of biomass  fuelled sal leaf moulding machine 

and developed 2 types of completely plastic free sal 

leaf plates. The machine which was developed by 

IIT, kharagpur fifteen year back was not efficiently 

working and was not economicaly feasible.This year  

ARTI from Pune came forward  and developed an 

efficient stove which is used for heating the mould. 

The developed stove requires very less fuel and 

generate sufficient heat. Using this machine  the sal 

leaf collecters can double their income.This machine 

brings new hope to  check the downward movement of sal leaf entreprise.  

Gram Swaraj also focused our trade activity in sal leaf. The learnings of previous years helped in 

streamlining the sal leaf trade.765 women are invloved in sal leaf collection, value addition and trade. The 

terminal market has been accessed during this year which is the major out come of the season. The turn 

over of sal leaf business was around Rs. 90,00,000. 

b. Tamarind 

Four types of products from tamarind were 

developed and trial was made during exibition sale 

at Gram Swaraj. Around 400 kg of these products  

sold and got  very   positive response from the 

buyers. A similar effort was made by LEAF in 

Bastar involving trade and deseeding of 600 Kgs of 

tamarind.   

The production units in the Nilgiris also value added 

2000 Kgs of tamarind, mainly in the Pillur region.  
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c. Medicinal Plants 

At Gram Swaraj, production of 16 types of medicines continued and sold in the local market and herber 

fair. This year another two types added to the list. 

d. Mahua (Madhuca Indica)  

Since Mahua  has been one of the potential NTFPs in the project area of Kovel, and women are the key 

players in the value chain, the project has planned and conducted a one-day training programme covering 

25 tribal women members in Buruguwada village on the tree morphology, seasonality, present collection 

practices, scientific collection techniques, tools required for collection, value addition (scientific drying, 

processing and storage), marketing, uses (before and after value addition) and other allied products 

besides focusing on regeneration. 

At Gram Swaraj, two types of operations were done in Mahua trading. One is storage and sale of Mahua 

and the other is product development. The primary collectors purchased and stored mahua in assistance 

with the revolving fund extended by Gram Swaraj and could sell at higher price off season and 205 

women were benefited. Oil was extracted from mahua seeds by using the equipments such as decorticator 

and oil expeller provided by Gram swaraj. Preparation of oil and selling in the market could added their 

income by 30% and 75 women were benefited by this programme. All together  4000 Kg of mahua seeds 

were processed to prepare  800 litres of oil. 

Mahua Bank in Econet’s area are running successfully since last five years by two adivasi women at two 

different villages of Navi Ummed project areas. Every year both banks collect nearly 30 quintal Mahua, 

but this year because of high temperature both could collect only 12 quintal Mahua. In LEAFs area of 

work in Bastar, the Mahua bank worked in two villages and traded 50 quintals in Sandkarmari and 10 

quintals in Kakalgur village. 

e. Bamboo 

Training on making bamboo and other fibre products has taken place in the previous years by Prakruthi, 

under the Fibre Desk activities. Several craftsmen in the network have been influenced by the work of 

others and have started making similar products. In the Maharashtra area, Bhimrao Kodape, Kajipod, 

Navi Ummed  who had  accessed  this training always tries to prepare new articles from bamboo. These 

include pen, teapoy, trays, chair, baskets, etc. This new skill and modern products are being recognised 

and he has got orders this season.  
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f. Honey and Bees Wax (Apis dorsata; apis cerana) 

At Gram Swaraj, 500kg  of honey was collected by 50 honey hunters and  sold at Rs. 120/- per Kg., 

which is 20% higher than previous year price. 

 

Honey is the main NTFP of the Navi Ummed work area. Honey harvesters are from the Kolam adivasi 

community of village Kajipod, Palshidag, Jawarla, Limguda & Mandavi. They collected 37.5 quintal of 

honey in the current harvesting season.They sold to GCC, Andhra Pradesh  at the rate of Rs- 100/- per 

kg and this year they have earned Rs.3,75,000/- from it. Honey 

harvesting training was also organised with them. Similarly honey 

training, festival and meetings were organised by Prakruthi – with a 

focus on Apis cerana.  

As part of Kovel’s project activities, a one-day training program has 

been organized for the tribal honey harvesters covering 25 members 

on sustainable harvest management at V.R.Puram. A total of 5 

honey collecting batches from 5 villages were covered under this 

training program. This was done in collaboration with TRIFED. In addition to this, all the CIGs are 

being given training on scientific harvest management of NTFP as per the season from time to time. 

Kovel has been succeeded in mobilizing funds from TRIFED, New Delhi for supporting the said training 

program with a package of 4 days intensive training besides providing tool kits worth of Rs 18000/- each 

which have been given to each batch of 5 members.  

 

Honey Desk 
Keystone worked to bring together all information related to Apis dorsata in a workbook document. This 
will be edited and printed by September. It is envisaged that the many partners working on honey across 
India and the regional network will make use of the information in the workbook and translate it into 
different languages if necessary. The workbook incorporates a lot of information and pictures to make it 
easy to use and adapt to different situations.  
 
A new franchisee unit was set up at Punanjanur, Karnataka with the Sholiga community as part of this 
desk. Training on honey harvesting, processing and marketing was provided to a group of 25 members in 
Hosupodu village. This unit is called Sampige and is changing the power equations of the community with 
the authorities. By excercising their rights under the FRA, the centre raised several issues which needed to 
be sorted out with the forest department and the LAMPS. It also resulted in a court case, which the 
community members won with the support of Keystone Foundation. The centre is now resuming its 
activities of collection, processing and marketing of honey. An ecological monitoring plan, with specific 
emphasis on Apis dorsata has been initiated.  
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g. Gums  

Gum is one of the main ntfps and 

also one of the good income sources 

of Adivasi’s community of GSMT & 

Navi Ummed work area. In the 

current harvesting season the adivasi 

of GSMT work area (Khemkund, 

Aawalgoan & Ambezari)have 

collected nearly 6.75 quintal gum and 

sold it at the rate of Rs. 200/- per kg 

and got a good income of Rs. 1, 

35,000/- from it. The adivasi of these 

three villages have trained about value 

addition and market linkages. 

Adivasi’s of 8 villages of Navi 

Ummed work area have collected 12 

quintal gum in the current and got Rs- 

1, 80,750/- from it.  

Gum Karaya trees allocation by 

Kovel: Gum trees which are available 

and being allocated among the Gum 

Pickers by giving easily 

understandable code numbers so that 

there would not be any 

misunderstandings in future. This 

initiative has been continued and the 

MC is helping them in doing the same 

in the villages such as Buruguwada, 

Annavaram, etc. 

A total of 25 Gum pickers have been 

trained on scientific harvest 

management, value addition, 

processing and marketing along with 

the techniques of regeneration of 

Gum Karaya in Ummadivaram 

covering 7 villages in the Mandal. 

 

h. Resins 

 

A study was conducted by Keystone Foundation on collection practices and the quantity of resin 

(Canarium strictum) collected in different areas. This also pointed out to the unsustainable practices 

followed by certain communities, due to the high market demand. Product quality was often not the 

deciding factor used by the market, which accepted all grades of resin. These issues were pointed out to 

the community in 3 meetings across Nilambur, Konnavakarai and Yellamalai. Discussions were held 

around product quality, sustainable harvesting, population of resin trees in the wild and possibility of local 

value addition. Follow up on this will be undertaken in the future amongst these communities.  

 

Gums and Resins Desk:  
Gums & Resins workshop 

 
 
A State level workshop on “Gums & Resins – Livelihood 
Opportunities & Challenges” has been held at Bhadrachalam  on 
20th and 21st May 2013  wherein participants including tribal gum 
collectors, women leaders, representatives from Network 
partners, NGO representatives, etc have come from the Districts 
of Visakhapatnam, East Godavari, Kurnool and Khammam of 
Andhra Pradesh. A total of 33 members participated in the 
workshop out of which 6 are women. The Divisional Manager, 
GCC Ltd., Bhadrachalam has been the Chief guest for the 
workshop. 
 
The main content in the said workshop was the over view of the 
Gums & Resins desk, Role of CBOs in promotion of sustainable 
practices in Gums & Resins, Video documentary on Gum karaya, 
Experience sharing by participants, Identification of success 
stories, Individual success stories development, Group work & 
presentation on conservation & regeneration of NTFP/MAPs, 
Group work & presentation on tribal livelihood promotion, Group 
work & presentation on enterprise development, preparation of 
action plan and Visit to Gum Karaya processing center at 
Bhadrachalam for exposure 

 
Seed exchange  
As part and parcel of the Desk activities, the project has 
exchanged NTFP seed especially Gum Karaya with the partners 
in Maharashtra, Chattisgarh, etc besides exchanging with the 
local NGOs for promoting regeneration.  
 
Identifying various Gum species 
The project has put its efforts to identify the species which yield 
gums other than what are currently being used for gum collection. 
A total of 10 gum species have been identified and blazed some 
of the trees for trial purpose for further research and 
development. 
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i. Fibre and Grasses  

 
Fibre Desk:  
Fibre workshop  
October 5th and 6th, 2012 
With the experience of the last years fibre workshop we organised two day workshop followed by exposure visit to 
Gudavi bird Sanctuary. Fibre workshop included weaving training in echnocarpus creeper, Bamboo, wild date palm 
leaves and Banana fibre. Resource persons trained the participants in using different raw material. 
  
As a shared vision of exchanging experiences, Prakruti and NTFP EP India fibre workshop was able to build this 
exchange among village people from different regions. All the partners of EP-India sent there weavers to the 
workshop and a practical exchange took place. Workshop was very fruitful and real networking took place during 
the workshop.  
  
Exhibition of different finished products from fibre was arranged to show the skills of exchange programme. 
Different products from different raw materials, from different states were exhibited during the workshop. 78 
people attended this workshop from across partners – this included 30 men and 48 women 
 

A specific village level banan fibre training was also conducted in the vilage Ummchagi, Sirsi attended by 17 

participants, who want to take up this work in the future.  

 

j. Hill Broom 

Kovel Foundation conducted a “Skill Building of Hill Grass collectors 

on Cultivation, Scientific Harvest Management & Value Addition” 

meeting with support of TRIFED, New Delhi. During this training 

program, there were 2 programs conducted covering 51 tribal Hill grass 

collectors on the above lines in 2 centers viz Kolluru & Gondhuru. All 

the participants are representing a Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Group 

(PVTG) called Konda Reddy. A total of 30 men and 21 women have 

participated.  

k. Kokum (Garcinia indica) 

 

In the Sirsi area, Prakruti members continued the processing of Kokum with their women co-operative. 5 

quintals of Kokum rind and 1 quintal of kokum butter was processed and sold  

 

l. Amla (Embelica Officianalis)  

 

Amla fruit was processed in the Hasanur Centre 

in Sathyamangalam forest area by the production 

groups promoted by Keystone. Approximately 

9000 Kgs of fruit were processed into into candy, 

pickles and dehydrated bits.  

 

Four types of low cost solar driers were designed 

and fabricated at Keystone, to dry fruits 

(especially Amla), seeds, coffee bean and wild 

flowers. A de-stoner was also installed to process 

millets.  
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III. TENURIAL RIGHTS, POLICY RESEARCH AND ADVOCACY 

 

Policy research and advocacy is one of the major activities of partners. The objective of this component is 

to study different Policies, Acts, and Rules etc of NTFP and management practices at various levels 

starting from state to national level, identify the legal and operational difficulties and advocate for 

necessary changes in policies and practices for improved livelihood of poor primary collectors. The 

strategies adopted for policy research and advocacy are as follows: 

� Collaboration with various technical research institutions, universities, etc for conducting the 

research. 

� Collaboration with various traders and market agencies to discuss the various legal and 

operational issues in marketing and trade. 

� Building rapport with traditional tribal leaders and tribal political leaders for pressurising the 

ruling political parties for necessary change in politics. 

� Working with Panchayati Raj Departments, ST and SC Development Departments etc. 

� Dialogue with Forest Department for necessary change in policies. 

� Organising National/ Regional/ State level multi-stakeholders consultations.  

� Publications of issue based occasional papers and disseminate the information. 

 

The main events of this year are elaborated below 

Delhi Consultation 

 

This year the focus on the annual partner’s meeting was on policy and advocacy. The partners met in New Delhi to 

deliberate on the work of the network as well as meet some key people with issues and concerns. Some of the key 

things that emerged from the meetings were as follows and relate to the main government officials we met –  

 

1. Sabyasachi, Professor of Sociology at Delhi University, helped us understand the various forums already existing 

at the Delhi level which could be leveraged for the work NTFP EP via-a-vis the Government at the centre.  Some 

of the collectives and individuals which he suggested were – Delhi Forum, Centre for Development Studiesand 

some specific individuals 

 

2. Mr.Mihir Shah, member Planning Commission& National Advisory Council and looking after the portfolio of 

Rural Development in the Planning Commission advised the group. He thought that the network should work with 

government schemes like NRLM and increase significantly the collective power of NTFP gatheres (like the dairy 

revolution). He also recommended working with the ministry of tribal affairs for FRA and other tenure related 

issues. He talked about the Social Impact Assessment framework being put forth under the Right to Fair 

Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and Resettlement Bill, 2011. A specific cell to 

monitor the operationalization of SIA has been set up. This cell could be addressed/influenced by NTFP-EP.  

 

3. Mr. Mani Shankar Aiyar, Rajya Sabha MP. He was of the clear opinion that issues raised by NTFP EP are very 

relevant and critical but they need to be made electoral issues. The political parties need to be asked difficult 

questions around these issues by their voters. The second option to be explored according to his opinion was the 

Courts.  

 

4. A meeting with Mr. Kishore Chandra Deo, Minister of Tribal Affairs. The issues surrounding NTFPs, mining, 

poor implementation of FRA, PESA and related aspects were discussed. A separate memorandum was submitted to 

him from the point of view of NTFP EP. He mentioned that he would like to be appraised of field-level situations, 

and was open to whatever suggestions we had to offer. We specifically mentioned the two cases of coal (Surguja) 

and granite (Srikakulam) to him for which he has asked for separate and detailed applications. He also welcomed 

ideas of our team working with the MOTA and giving suggestions on aspects concerning Tribal Development 

Index, PTG categorisation etc. and conducting research concerning the same. He advised to submit a separate 

presentation on Chattisgarh where the Gram Sabhas are changed into Nagar Panchayats. 
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Policy update, Study Materials and Case Collection at State and National Level 

Policy update, study materials and case collection is a continuous process at RCDC. The updated 

information on NTFP policies has been collected from central Indian states. The information helped to 

update the policies database. The information has been analyzed and it helped to identify various legal 

and operational issues. To understand the effectiveness of policy and practice in selected pocket of each 

state, discussions were held with the primary collectors, traders and marketing agencies. The identified 

grass root and legal issues have been discussed with the state forest department and state owned 

marketing agencies like OFDC, CGMFP Federation, MPMFP Federation and GCC for necessary changes 

on it. This information also helped to organise the various workshops/ consultations at different levels in 

the region. 

 

Numbers of case studies have been developed on NTFP management and trade and shared in the various 

common platforms. A Case Study on “Impact of policies on life and livelihood of local people living in 

and around the protected area: A case study from Sunabeda Wildlife Sanctuary, Nuapada district, Odisha” 

was selected for oral presentation in the conference on protected area held in Brazil. 

 

 

National workshop on Tribal Rights and Resource Governance  

A national level consultation was organized by RCDC on Tribal Rights and Resource Governance, at 

Bhubaneswar on 21st and 22nd of December 2012 with financial support from Misereor with research 

findings and technical support from NTFP EP India. Around 120 participants joined in this consultation 

from five states of India (namely Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh, Jharkhand, Maharashtra, and Odisha).  

The participants were mainly from NGOs representatives, officers involved in tribal development 

projects, and tribal representatives themselves along with women. Out of 13 Particularly Vulnerable  

Tribal Groups (PVTG), eight participated in this consultation and shared their experiences regarding their 

legal rights over the natural resources and the grass root level problems in their concern areas. Experts on 

the issue, officials and noted Anthropologists gave their valuable opinion on how the bottlenecks can be 

resolved. Of particular interest was the issues raised by adivasis residing in Protected Areas as well as those 

who are nomadic. The problems of these groups need special consideration.  

 

State level consultation on Implementation of PESA 

RCDC is a member of OCPR (Odisha Coalition on Panchayati Raj). OCPR organised a state level 

consultation on status and implementation of 

PESA in Odisha on 10th and 11th December 2012. 

There were around 70 participants including civil 

society members, tribal leaders, members from 

Tribal Advisory Council (TAC), Panchayat 

representatives and experts. The objectives of the 

consultation were to see to what extent the spirit 

of PESA will be reflected within the proposed 

Odisha Rule. How to make the operationalisation 

of PESA more realistic and pro- people? What are 

the views of tribal leaders? How do the various 

departments of Odisha government view PESA? 

 

Dr, B.D Sharma; Mr, Karendra Majhi, MLA, Baliguda, Kandhamal and member of TAC; Mr. 

Ramachandra Hansda, MLA, Saraskan, Mayurbhanj and member of TAC also attend the consultation and 

presented their deliberation with various implementing issues in PESA in Odisha. More follow up on this 

aspect is expected in the coming year.  
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Training of Forest Rights Committees 

Gram Swaraj organized a training programme for the 

30 FRC office bearers and village leaders. They were 

trained on the latest amendment and preparation of 

forest management plan and claim submission process 

under CFR. 

One district level consultation on forest Right Act was 

organized on 19th & 20th January 2013. 112 

participants from across the Mayurbhanj district 

representing FRCs, NGOs, Forest protection 

committees participated in the programme The scopes 

created after the recent amendment of the laws and 

Issues related to implementation of   the act was discussed . At the end of the workshop one 

representation to the local administration was given.     

Econet also conducted training and orientation in all project areas to Gram Sabhas about FRA and 

mobilize them for completing village level process for CFR Claim, forest conservation and governance of 

forest rights. PESA implementation was included. Econet 

has also made joint monitoring visit regularly across the year 

at all partner sites e.g. GSMT, Navi Ummed & SIPRA and 

the villages of Bhimashankar to document the progress.  

 

Tenure Claims and Follow Up 

All partners worked to get in more claims under the FRA, 

increasing on an average 9 claims per partner. These 

specifically related to community forest claims. Many 

partners followed up this with the SDLC and DLC, committees made to ensure the implementation of 

FRA.  Econet also followed up work related to PESA implementation in their area.  

 

Research 

a. Study on Tendu Leaf Management in Central Indian States 

An abstract of study on Tendu Leaf management in the context of FRA 2006 was prepared and circulated 

in the NTFP EP network in September 2012. The abstract of the study was printed and circulated on the 

occasion of the ‘National Workshop on Tribal Rights & Resource Governance’ organized by RCDC on 

21st-22nd December 2012 at Bhubaneswar. The published document was widely circulated among Forest 

Department, Tribal Welfare Department, researchers, and others at state and national level. The soft copy 

of the document has also been uploaded on the RCDC website for greater dissemination. 

The Government of Odisha has increased the procurement price of Kendu leaf during January 2013 from 

40 paisa to 60 paisa per kerry (a bundle of 20 leaves) in processes area and from 80 paisa to Rs.1.20 per 

kerry (40 leaves) in the ‘phal’ area. The bush cutting wages was increased from Rs. 103 to Rs. 170. After 

the circulation as above, RCDC organised an awareness programme for primary collectors and bush 

cutters in Saintal, Deogaon, and Patnagarh block in Balangir district of Odisha.  
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During 2013 Kendu leaf plucking season, the Government of Odisha handed over the rights of Kendu 

leaf to GPs in the Nabarangapur KL Division which includes Nabarangapur district and 20 GPs of 

Koraput district. According to the Government, this has been done on experimental basis. In this back 

drop, a study was undertaken in two GP of Jharigan blocks, Nabarangpur district to understand 

sustainable management of Kendu leaf in this region as well as at state level. The study findings will help 

to develop a Kendu leaf management model with clear cut responsibility of various stakeholders who are 

involved in Kendu leaf management, operation and trade. 

 

b. Study on impact of MGNREGS on NTFP based livelihood  

RCDC has undertaken a study on impact of MGNREGS on NTFP based livelihood in some selected 

pockets of Odisha with particular focus on the Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups. Because of certain 

limitation like time constraint this study was done on a pilot basis at few sites of the state with a 

community focus i.e. what has been the impact vis-à-vis the differential community status and 

approaches. The details of study sites and communities involved are provided below in tabular format: 

 

Table 1: Study area and community 

Name of the District Area Tribe 

Mayurbhanj Kaptipada Ho, Lodha, Santal, Mankadia, Khadia 

Nuapada Komna, Gadgada inside 

Sunabeda WL Sanctuary 

Paharia, Chaktia Bhunjia,  

 

Kandhmal Tumudibandh Kutia Kondh 

Sundargarh Lahunipada, Kuliposh Munda, Kishan, Paudi Bhuyan 

Rayagada Bishamkatak Dongria Kondh 

 

Fifteen area-community specific case studies have been developed. The finding of the first phase of the 

study has been published in Community Forestry (CF), a regularly published and widely read journal of 

RCDC. 

 

 

IV.  INSTITUTIONAL STRENGTHENING & CAPACITY BUILDING  

 

This section mainly relates to the capacity building of partners and staff: 

 

1. An exposure visit to ASTHA, Rajasthan which was organized by ECONET for getting an exposure 

about TFRA & PESA implementation for Partner organizations. After this, Village “AWALGAON” one 

of the village of GSMT work area, started organizing Gram Sabha’s at all villages on rotation basis and also 

started to prepare a separate work plan of each village falling under this group Gram Panchayat. The 

villagers have started to work on their development plan independently instead of depending on MLA or 

any other outsiders. 

 

2. A 2 day accounting and stock keeping workshop was organized by Keystone Foundation for the 

managers at the NTFP production centres in the Nilgiri region 

 

3. Skill development on making products with bamboo and other fibres was conducted by Prakruti and 

helped other partners 

 

4. A 2 day training on sustainable forest management and ecological monitoring was conducted by 

RCDC, with Keystone staff as resource persons 
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5. Conflict mitigation and forest protection meeting at Bastar was attended by several partners to learn 

about field implementation and skills related to negotiation 

 

6. Two days workshop on PESA was organized by 

ECONET. First day was for all NGO’s working in 5th 

scheduled areas on PESA implementation in different 

districts of Maharashtra including our partner 

organizations where as second day was reserved only 

for our Partner Organizations. Mr. Sanjay Upadhaya, a 

govt. lawyer practicing at Supreme Court, Delhi was 

called as a resource person for this workshop. The 

subject of the workshop was –“Understanding PESA in 

Maharashtra – Legal developments, prospects and 

challenges”. 23 participants were represented 11 districts 

of Maharashtra. All were come from 5th Schedule areas 

except Mumbai including our partner organizations 

 

 

OVERALL ANALYSIS OF ACTIVITIES 

 

4. ORGANISATION, ASSESSMENT AND FORECAST 

 

Keystone Foundation continued to co-ordinate the network. There were no further discussions related to 

formalising the network as a registered body as the current arrangement was considered working better in 

an informal manner.  

 

During the Delhi meeting there were discussions on what the network should do in the future and key 

elements from there have been incorporated in the new proposal to Rich Forest and in Communities of 

Change. The network and its individual members have also taken decisions to engage with the 

government schemes related to NTFP, to help them continue and expand their work in the future.  

 

The network will continue to engage on common and strategic events, as well as build knowledge and 

innovation into the work related to indigenous people and forests.  

 

While doing a self assessment of the work done by the network in India till now it can be seen that the 

research, policy and advocacy work has significantly gone up. Members have been part of several National 

level Committees and played a role in the Planning Commission, both at the National and State levels. 

Series of workshops and consultations were held and attended during the course of this project, that have 

changed the course of NTFP in India. Some of the main ones are FRA, NRLM, MSP, PESA etc, which 

have been referred throughout the document.  

 

Overall an assessment of the livelihood, enterprise work done by the partners in the past years has really 

strengthened communities. It has not only raised income and got better collective bargaining power to the 

communities but also resulted in highlighting several issues. Some of the main aspects are related to the 

confidence and understanding built amongst the communities on how to deal with NTFP markets, why is 

it good to collaborate under a single platform for marketing; what are the possibilities of value addition 

locally; what has been the role of the trader and how people can gain overall control over their resources. 
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The demand of many NTFPs has been growing alarmingly in the domestic as well as in the international 

market. With growing trend of NTFP, conservation aspect has become important. In the coming years, 

more emphasis needs to be made on the conservation, sustainability and restoration. Communities need 

to be involved in these activities, as well as dialogues initiated with them to deal with climate change 

issues.  

 

It has become imperative in the programme to engage with young members of the community to 

ascertain their relationship with the forests. Traditional Ecological Knowledge and ways of taking 

decisions by the community need to be strengthened with the younger generation, who are slowly getting 

alienated from forests.  

 

 

 
 


